Whirlpool electric water heater

To purchase a water filter subscription, you must create an account or sign in to your existing
account. Your account allows you to track order history and provides for faster, easier
purchasing and customer assistance. Once your account is created, you will be returned to
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Sign in with Facebook. Yes, I'd like to receive occasional special offers, promotions, or other
e-mail marketing communications from Whirlpool and its affiliated brands. I agree to the Terms
of Use and Privacy Notice. For more information about our privacy practices and a list of
affiliated brands, please read out Privacy Notice. Create an Account. Whirlpool Brand U.
Whirlpool Home Appliances Water Heaters. Item added to the compare list, you can find it at the
end of this page. Comparing 0 Items. Model: Color: Quantity: Subscribe to Receive :. Proceed to
Cart Continue Shopping. One of the biggest names in home appliances, Whirlpool has a sterling
reputation for their kitchen appliances. But did you know they also sell water heaters under
their brand? As one of many different brands manufactured by A. In , Lou Upton decided to
invest all of his savings into a new household equipment manufacturing venture. The business
never made it off of the ground, and Lou was asked to choose one item of value as a form of
compensation. As electricity was becoming more popular, Upton chose the patents for a hand
washing machine he felt could be electrified. He and his uncle Emory released a motor-driven
variant in as the first product of the Upton Machine Company. A second failure struck almost
immediately, this time in the form of a defective cast iron gear in the transmission. This defect
plagued every one of the machines produced for the first order. Upton replaced all of the cast
iron gears with new cut steel parts. The resulting Nineteen Hundred Corporation continued to
grow throughout the Depression until the second World War diverted production to the war
effort. The company name was officially changed to Whirlpool Corporation in Since that time,
Whirlpool has established itself as an industry leader, designing equipment for NASA and
purchasing KitchenAid in and Maytag in Today, the company holds to a high standard of
greenhouse reduction, quality products, and community involvement. In any list of efficient
water heaters, one cannot avoid talking about natural gas or propane. Whirlpool takes great
effort to ensure even their standard lines have plenty of features and are made to last. When it
comes to Whirlpool, safety is always first. Both gas and propane heaters include a number of
features designed to make your water heater as safe as possible. Your model may include such
features as:. They range from 30 to 50 gallons, making them perfect for almost any size home.
Additionally, the UEF is. Ranging from 30 to 50 gallons, these heaters feature ceramic linings
and a six year warranty. Each model ranges between a UEF of. This makes them an excellent
choice for homeowners who wish to upgrade from an older water heater. Electric water heaters
are a very popular option, and Whirlpool offers models ranging from a tiny six-gallon
point-of-use to 50 gallons. The larger models include additional features, although even the
smallest is built for efficiency. These electric water heaters all have factory installed
temperature and pressure release valves to help ensure safe operation, as well as warranties
ranging from six to 12 years. Point-of-use models are small enough to fit under the bathroom
sink or in other small spaces, while the larger models provide enough water for busy homes.

Many of the 40 and 50 gallon models also feature an LED display and self-cleaning capabilities.
Some also have the Energy Smart system, which reduces standby heat loss. UEF factors tend
to range closer to the. Gas and propane Whirlpool water heater models tend to use fewer
moving parts more electronics to reduce maintenance requirements. But for all fuel sources
types, they will still occasionally require some replacements over time. Replaceable water
heater parts will most often include new anodes , thermostats , elements , pilot assemblies,
drain valves , flu dampers, temperature controls, burners, valves, or heat exchangers. Once
sold at Lowes and Sears, Whirlpool branded water heaters are now hard to find. Other than
various small local businesses that still sell them, they are now most commonly found on eBay
and Craigslist. My whripool electric water heater has always had a bad sulfur type smell when
not in use for a couple weeks what can I done to correct the problem. I never had that problem
with the old heater. This is a fairly common problem with the anode rod the usual culprit. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Note: This post may
contain affiliate links. This means that at no cost to you, we may receive a small commission for
made purchases. Need to Hire a Plumber? Get a free estimate online from top local home
service pros in your area. Update: Whirlpool no longer sells residential water heaters. Since
they were previously manufactured by A. Smith, please see our review of A. Smith for models
we currently recommend. Table of Contents. Buy Whirlpool Water Heater Parts. Comments My
whirlpool 50 gal. Just started leaking next to the outgoing nipple. I never had that problem with
the old heater Reply. Whirlpool manufactures dependable electric water heaters to supply your
home with the hot tap water you need every day. With proper maintenance, Whirlpool electric
water heaters last for years without any problems. Parts can eventually wear out or break on
your water heater. When that happens, Sears PartsDirect has the Whirlpool electric water heater
parts you need to fix the problem. Certain water conditions cause a reaction between the anode
rod and supply water, which results in hydrogen sulfide gas being dissolved in the tank water.
The anode rod protects the tank from corrosion. A chemical reaction between the supply water
and the anode rod can produce hydrogen sulfide gas and cause the hot water to smell like
rotten eggs in some conditions. Replace the anode rod with a less-reactive zinc-aluminum
anode rod to combat the rotten-egg smell. Check both house circuit breakers for the water
heater. Reset the circuit breakers by shutting them off and then flipping them back on. A gas
water heater will have a single circuit breaker. Reset that circuit breaker the same way-shut it off
and flip it back on. If the electric water heater doesn't begin to heat after resetting the circuit
breakers, shut the breakers off and press the reset button for the high-temperature limit switch
on the upper thermostat of the water heater. If the water heater works for a while and then trips
the high-temperature limit switch again, you'll likely need to replace a failed thermostat that's
causing the element to heat constantly. If an electric water heater element doesn't heat when
activated, replace the heating element. Replace the thermostat if it doesn't activate the heating
element. Our no-hot-water troubleshooting video can help you figure out which part to replace
in an electric water heater that's not heating. Whirlpool electric water heater repair and
replacement parts Whirlpool manufactures dependable electric water heaters to supply your
home with the hot tap water you need every day. Models 5 Showing of 5. Whirlpool ES80RD
water heater. Shop parts. Whirlpool ES50RD water heater. Whirlpool ES40RD water heater.
Showing of 5. Back to top. Categories All categories. Water Heaters. Electric Water Heaters. Gas
Water Heaters. All brands. American Water Heaters. AO Smith. Kenmore Elite. US Craftmaster.
Dealing with smelly water conditions caused by your Whirlpool electric water heater Certain
water conditions cause a reaction between the anode rod and supply water, which results in
hydrogen sulfide gas being dissolved in the tank water. Troubleshooting steps for your
Whirlpool electric water heater when you're getting no hot water Check both house circuit
breakers for the water heater. Bottom-Mount Refrigerator. Front-Engine Lawn Tractor.
Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts , Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Gas
Range. Craftsman generator parts. Painting Power Tool. Campbell Hausfeld AL painting power
tool parts. Side-By-Side Refrigerator. Kenmore Elite side-by-side refrigerator parts. Need help?
Close Start Chat. This company is not yet accredited. See reviews below to learn more or
submit your own review. Thank you, you have successfully subscribed to our newsletter! Enjoy
reading our tips and recommendations. A link has directed you to this review. Its location on
this page may change next time you visit. For more information about reviews on
ConsumerAffairs. Our Whirlpool water heater needs a burner assembly replaced. Second time
within the warranty period of six years. Parts have to be ordered, so you will be without hot
water for several days to a week. The worst part is reaching them. Between my wife and I, we
have almost 4 hours invested in sitting on hold waiting for someone in three different calls.
They never answer the phone. They give an option to call back. They never call back. I'm so
frustrated. No Whirlpool products ever again. I'm sitting at my desk, hoping someone will

eventually answer the Whirlpool line. I don't even have the part ordered yet after two days of no
hot water. Who knows how many more hours I will need to sit here and listen to this music on
hold. It is incredible in a company can remain open while offering this kind of customer
experience. Owner of 20 apartments, 16 of them have electric water heaters and 4 have natural
gas units. Have replaced over the years all 20 water heaters. It is my opinion that they are very
unreliable. The tanks rust out in NO time. The electric units last just a little better than the gas
units but still terrible. Of the 4 gas units so far I have had to replace 3 of them and the longest
one lasted 6 years and 7 months!! One of them was just over 6 years and the other was 9 days
away from warranty expiring. They replaced that one. If you have no other choice make sure to
buy extended warranty if available. They just don't last!! Get buying tips about Water Heaters
delivered to your inbox. Model ND50T Six years and multiple service calls later it is broken
again, this time for the final time. I am ripping this garbage out. So livid with this company that
could give a rip about their customers. Three years in to my "12 year warranty" it started giving
me problems. They will insult your intelligence. Whirlpool will not honor the warranty or stand
behind their product. It may be unscrupulous and unethical but I guess saves them a pile of
money which is what they seem to only be out. The Service Tech that came for the 4th time to
repair it says they see this all the time in Whirlpool water heaters. It's a Design Flaw they say. I
don't know about all that. I just know when I have been swindled. The electronics are garbage.
The pilot light when it goes out is not easily reset as others have mentioned on this site. Will
stay lit for while and then shuts down. Whirlpool says, despite reams of evidence to the
contrary it "must be a safety issue in the install," which they have absolutely zero evidence of
therefore, they are not honoring the warranty. They are Blaming the installers, according to our
service techs who tried to order the part that's supposed to be under warranty. The original
installers, by the way were from Lowe's, the outfit that sold me this hot mess. Another Class
action lawsuit seems ripe. Or perhaps the consumer protection division from each state's
Attorneys General would be interested in protecting their citizens from practices like this.
Lowe's is complicit in allowing it, failing to protect their customers and not calling Whirlpool out
for it. I can't think of a more deserving target of consumer protection than Whirlpool. A truly
horrible, expensive experience. Having multiple apartments I have some experience with water
heaters, with that being said, old school water heaters would last 30 years with basically no
maintenance. Since those old, manual no BS flashing light codes were replaced with Whirlpool
brand, I see constant problems. More or less they all failed within few months past warranty
expiration date. Replacement part is cost almost half of what brand new product costs. When
called customer service, they are aware of said problem but will not help, or recall above
product. There are plenty of videos and forums of people complaining about the same issue.
Being poorly treated by customer service, I know that I will no longer be spending my money on
whirlpool brand. Bought a propane hot water heater and 2 years after buying it pilot wouldn't
light. Had to buy a conversion kit because they didn't make the part anymore. They said they
could only replace it. Well I don't need it now because I bought a better product. Whirlpool is
junk and you have to buy the parts from them and RIP you off. Way to take care of your
customers Whirlpool. Buy something else with your money. This product is unsafe and should
be recalled. It has aluminium wires that connect the unit to the Vol Power source. Aluminium
and copper wire don't mix. I took a shower and was getting ready to leave for the day when I
went into my garage to smell burning plastic and wires. I traced it to the hot water heater and
discovered the wires in the Energy Smart were melted and burned. I checked with Two
Electricians who told me that the wires in the unit can not handle the high heat and melt. If you
have one get rid of it. Had I left for the day I would have lost my home, cars and pets. If anyone
would like to see this unit I still have it and photos. No hot water for days each time, waiting for
part to arrive. Gonna use brass replacement. Consolation: the folks at the help line always
answer the phone and are knowledgeable. This unit came with a Honeywell controller and
thermopile assembly. Today is and the unit is not inoperative. The pilot is lit but the burner
won't light. When I click on parts and accessories link it gives links to washers, dryers or
pedestals. No information about water heaters. I scroll down to the bottom of this page and I see
a link to "All Replacement Parts" When I click that it takes me to another site managed by
"RepairClinic". When I enter the model number for the water heater it says Not Found. I entered
the part number for the thermopile on the tag on the orange wire and and again it returns as
Part Not Found. It's obvious that Whirlpool is putting little effort into supporting their water
heaters or their customers. Today is Saturday. So that means almost 4 days without hot water.
And since this water heater was a warranty replacement for a previous one that went bad they
will not cover the cost of replacement parts for the thermopile. Lesson learned: No more
Whirlpool purchases for any of their appliances. This has been our second Whirlpool Hot Water
Tank in our home in the past 14 years. The first was installed by the builder, when it went out we

purchased a larger capacity one from Lowe's. It was professionally installed and now, after the
extended warranty coverage period is expired, it's expired as well. I would think you should be
able to get more than 7 years out of not one, but two Whirlpool hot water tanks. No wonder they
are no longer manufacturing hot water tanks - they sucked at it. No thanks, for the cost of parts
to replace everything you're better off getting a whole new unit. When it overflowed because the
system failed to detect the water temperature, called and they sent in the temp sensor I paid for
shipping. Had plumber replace it. One day later the same thing happened, called and they sent
in a board. Same exact thing happened. By this time, I'm without hot water for over 2 weeks in
dead cold January on the East coast. They will replace the water heater but only a 50 gallon
NOT the 80 because they no longer manufactured the Option given by Lowe's is to add a
recirculating pump to give additional gallons. But, of course Whirlpool said "NO. What a ripoff!!!
Now they change the same to A. Smith Signature Premier. Along with manufacturing and selling
numerous home appliances, Whirlpool offers a list of residential electric, natural gas and liquid
propane water heaters. Each unit comes with an energy factor EF rating ranging from 0. Types:
Whirlpool offers a range of electric, natural gas and liquid propane water heaters. They range in
capacities from under gallons up to gallons. Online, under each specific model, consumers can
check to see how each one will perform in their home based on location. They can also see the
annual energy cost of each unit. Online purchasing guide: For consumers who need help
choosing the correct water heater, Whirlpool offers a simple purchasing guide to help make the
selection process easier. By answering a few questions about household showering habits,
available space and where the water heater will be installed, Whirlpool can point consumers to a
unit that will fit their needs. A full list of 6th Sense technology benefits can be found online.
Installation videos and guides: Consumers wanting to tackle installation themselves can go
online for guides and videos on how to install an electric or gas Whirlpool water heater.
Whirlpool also offers guides about fixing water leaks and drips. The ConsumerAffairs Research
Team believes everyone deserves to make smart decisions. We aim to provide readers with the
most up-to-date information available about today's consumer products and services. Sign up
to receive our free weekly newsletter. We value your privacy. Unsubscribe easily. Get trending
consumer news and recalls. Sort: Recent. Most helpful. Filter by: Any. How do I know I can trust
these reviews about Whirlpool? Page 1 Reviews 0 - Original review: Feb. Original review: Oct.
Not sure how to choose? Original review: Sept. Original review: Jan. Original review: Nov.
Whirlpool author review by ConsumerAffairs Along with manufacturing and selling numerous
home appliances, Whirlpool offers a list of residential electric, natural gas and liquid propane
water heaters. Get the news you need delivered to you Sign up to receive our free weekly
newsletter. But the truth is that hot water heaters do not last forever, and the time will come
eventually for you to seek a replacement, or select a unit for a new home. There are several
major categories of hot water heaters on the market you can select from:. Units can provide a
constant supply of hot water on demand, running on electricity or natural gas, depending on the
model you purchase. Tankless hot water heaters are also very energy-efficient. These hybrid
units are extremely efficient and can save you money on operating costs, but typically require a
much higher initial outlay. Whirlpool has you covered for your hot water needs with a wide
variety of models and capacities for every home and family size. Electric heaters from Whirlpool
come in many sizes and capacities, as well as variations on features and warranty periods:.
Whirlpool electric hot water heaters provide self-cleaning functionality and also offer hybrid
models for greater energy efficiency. Electric heaters from Whirlpool provide cost-effective
solutions for your home, with many models available from standard units to high-efficiency
Energy Star rated hot water heaters. For liquid propane applications, Whirlpool provides 5
models with a variety of sizes and capacities:. Whirlpool hot water heaters offer features that
may ease the mind of many consumers seeking a new or replacement unit. GIF Via giphy. A
Whirlpool water heater review would not be complete without opinions from opposing views.
Not every homeowner is happy with their Whirlpool hot water heater:. Consumer Reports is also
a great resource for in their review of multiple brands and types of hot water heaters.
Regardless of the type of water heater you need, your investment in a Whirlpool hot water
heater is backed by a company with a commitment to quality, energy-efficient products and
global sustainability. Whirlpool is well-known for their many top-quality brands for
homeowners:. Whirlpool hot water heater reviews are only one factor in your decision to choose
a Whirlpool water heater for you home. Reliability, performance, and company reputation are
equally important attributes to consider. These elements are why you will want to consider
Whirlpool hot water heaters for your home. Your email address will not be published. Whirlpo
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ol Hot Water Heater Models. Whirlpool Hot Water Heater Reviews. Types Of Hot Water Heaters.
Electric Hot Water Heaters. Standard gallon models with regular or Energy Smart electric
features Tall models with capacities of gallons Lowboy models ranging from Natural Gas Hot
Water Heaters. Standard tall models are offered with capacities from gallons Short models with
capacity of 40 gallons are also available Warranty periods vary from years, depending on the
model installed. Gas models include other additional features for low operating costs and
safety:. Liquid Propane Hot Water Heaters. Satisfied customers have plenty to say about their
experiences:. Your selection of a hot water heater is based on a few basic questions:. The
Whirlpool name also extends to many other brands well-known throughout the world. Related
Posts. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. This website uses
cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. Learn more. Got it!

